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Executive Summary
This report document explaines the functionality of simulation framework for
QU4LITY. It gives an insight in the architecture and implementation and shows the
application by example for validation.
In the first section, Introduction, the objectives from first deliverable D5.3 are
reconsidered and the requirements are compared with the realized solution.
In section 2, Simulation Framework Architecture, the simulation framework
architecture with its modules, interfaces and functionalities is explained.
In the third section, Validation, explains the usage of the framework with concrete
examples.
As conclusion the Qu4lity Multi-Domain Simulation Framework for Multi-Stage ZDM
Processes is a prototypically web service currently implemented for Plant Simulation
as simulation tool. It is generic to be used for different models, and free in definition
of the experiments and KPIs that should be calculated and analyzed.
The use case will be available at the QU4LITY marketplace.
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1. Introduction
Objective of the deliverable
In this deliverable, the results up to project month 33 within Task 5.2, started in
month 6, are presented.
Within the previous deliverable, D5.3, requirements and design decisions regarding
the simulation framework architecture were described. The core of this deliverable is
the presentation of the achieved implementations and validations. For this purpose,
the work results achieved in the project pilots so far with respect to the developed
architecture are taken into account. These results provide essential knowledge about
the generally valid development of a simulation framework architecture.

Task Objectives
Taking the in Deliverable D5.3 elaborated objectives and requirements into account,
the multi-domain simulation framework for multi-stage zero defect manufacturing
needs the following functionalities (see also Figure 1):
1. Model: Model generation and configuration
•
A simulation model needs to be defined, loaded or adapted regarding the
e.g. geometry (like CAD), the selection of components from libraries for
systems or the topology of how elements are connected and are
interacting.
•
In addition, the components (dimension, function,…) need to be
parameterized, as well as the connections. And also to define the physical
behavior (material stiffness, flow, reaction,…), coefficients for algebraic or
differential equations are necessary.
•
To solve the model corresponding equation system the configuration (e.g.
step size, convergence, …) of appropriate (to be selected) solver (linear,
non-linear) is necessary.
2. Tool: Tool selection and interoperability
•
To execute a simulation model, the simulation engine must be selected.
•
For most of the simulation tools, a licence is necessary, so for execution
the access to the licenses must be defined
•
Additionally, and especially for automated execution, all the
manipulations regarding the simulation model and its evaluation need an
input and output, which need to be in the correct format for import and
export.
3. Scenario: Definition of simulation experiment for application and evaluation
•
Depending on the application of the simulation the evaluation delivers a
specific system state (state estimation),
•
Gives a forecast, based on a specific state and based on the future
boundary conditions (prognosis), or
•
Optimizes parameters for a given problem regarding defined target in
several iterations.
QU4LITY-project.eu
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4. State: System state definition for execution
•
To run a simulation experiment the state variables and boundary
conditions need initial values. Usually a data pre-processing is necessary
to define a model consistent system state and set the state values.
•
For online appliciations, a continuous model synchronization with the real
system is necessary. For every synchronization step, the state values
need to be set, as well as specific model parameters to also calibrate the
model continuously, if necessary.
5. Visualization: Visualization as user interface
•
For some cases, it is necessary to visualize the system during model
generation or adaption, to support the user in defining geometry, topology
or parameter setting etc. Otherwise, the import of model defining files is
an option.
•
In almost the same manner, the simulation results need to be visualized,
to support the user in result interpretation in 1D, 2D or 3D plots.
Otherwise, the results are exported in files.
6. Deployment: Infrastructure of simulation engine to run a application
•
Usually, simulation tools are running on a PC, but also applications using
HPC infrastructures are common.
•
For distributed evaluation on local devices, simulation models are more
and more able to run on edge devices, e.g. to support model predective
control or advanced analytics and diagnosis.
•
For applications with high computational efforts, also distributed cloud
computing is an option to run simulation.
7. Workflow: Engineering and execution of control sequence for simulation
application
•
Select the appropriate simulation tool
•
Model the system behavior or adapt specific model variables
•
Define the evaluation sequence of scenarios whether the execution is a
state estimation, a prognosis or an optimization
•
Interpret the simulation results and prepare them for further treatment
8. Indicator: Simulation output as contribution to quality or ZDM key
performance indicator
•
The evaluation of simulation model has the aim to support in decisions.
Therefore, the decision supporting indicators, as results from simulation,
need to be interpreted towards the set target. This process can be done
manually by the user, but also automated.
•
Regarding our vision, the simulation results should contribute to the
targeted quality and ZDM key performance indicators (KPI). Therefore,
the simulation outputs are semantically linked within the autonomous
quality control service for performance management systems.
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Figure 1 Multi-domain simulation framework building blocks

These functionalities define the simulation framework building blocks for multidomain and multi-stage simulation. Quality supporting services will be able to
engineer and process simulation models to evaluate the current or future status of
quality and zero defect manufacturing KPIs. The multi-domain simulation framework
will deliver the necessary interfaces based on these functional blocks, to get quality
services within the framework architecture, as services operating and exchanging
data with the data space layer connected to the industrial data space (IDS), via Open
APIs (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Multi-domain simulation framework architecture

To connect simulation tools and their simulation models for execution, it will be
necessary to create a framework counterpart, as so called, wrapper for the different
simulation tools. The wrapper has to support the simulation framework interfaces
and has to operate with the simulation tools regarding their interoperability.

Task Solution
The multi-domain simulation framework for multi-stage zero defect manufacturing
developed for QU4LITY fulfills the obove mentioned functionalities in the following
approach:
1. Model: Model generation and configuration
•
Currently, the framework supports the simulation tool Plant Simulation,
which is the one used by the pilots for quality issues, identified in D5.3.
•
Within Plant Simulation, the simulation model can be defined, including
the topology, components and parameterization.
•
The main important element is the so called “ExperimentManager”. With
this Plant Simulation component, several experiments can be defined by
setting model parameters and plotting the relevant results, like, e.g.,
KPIs.
2. Tool: Tool selection and interoperability
QU4LITY-project.eu
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•
•
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

For Plant Simulation, a licence is necessary.
A Python wrapper was developed to get access to the tool engine on
server side to run the experiments in an automated manner.
Scenario: Definition of simulation experiment for application and evaluation
•
To feed the Experiment Manager of Plant Simulation, a configuration file
(e.g., Excel) can be used to define the experiments with their parameter
variants.
•
For all the defined experiments, a simulation run will be executed and the
results will be again stored in Excel file.
State: System state definition for execution
•
The initial values for the simulation run are defined in the model itself.
•
The additional pramaters from experiment configuration will be imported
automatically.
Visualization: Visualization as user interface
•
The results stored in the Excel file can be selected and plotted on the web
service visualization.
Deployment: Infrastructure of simulation engine to run a application
•
Due to licence issues the Plant Simulation model has to run locally.
•
The application itself is a web service realized with Mendix.
Workflow: Engineering and execution of control sequence for simulation
application
•
The workflow is shown along the GUI.
•
Simulation model selection, configuration file selection, experiment
selection, run simulation or load a existing result file and select KPIs to
be plotted.
Indicator: Simulation output as contribution to quality or ZDM key
performance indicator
•
Comparing the experiments on the plots, the analysis towards the target
can be evaluated and support in decisions.

Figure 3 Graphical user interface or simulation framework
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Figure 4 KPI selection
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2. Simulation Framework Architecture
Modules
Modules overview:

User
browser as
GUI
(e.g.
Chrome)

App server
(node)

Local computer
(with simulation
tool engine /
license and
model)

For example:
PlantSimulation Model,
Configurations, Results

MendixApp, DB

PlantSimulation,
Python Server

The simulation framework has three modules: A serverside module, a clientside
module and a computer where an external program is being executed. While
Javascript and Nanoflows work in the user’s browser, the microflows and JavaActions
are proceeded by the server. PlantSimulation and Python runs on the computer.
There are several concepts of how to deploy an app, as a WebApp, a Native Mobile
App, a Progressive Web App (PWA) and a hybrid app. In this case, the WebApp was
chosen, so that the user is enabled to load the needed model up to the backend of
the app, run it there and send the results back to the browser where they’re shown.
So the user needn’t have access to PlantSimulation, the only circumstance he needs
to know is, that his PlantSimulation model contains an ExperimentManager with root
“.Models.Frame.ExperimentManager”. Otherwise an error will occur in Python.
The simulation framework is developed with Mendix.
Mendix is a software to develop apps. It contains a Mendix part, a Java part and a
Javascript part. We will focus on the first two.
First of all, Mendix contains a domain model, which includes all entities, in this case
the entities COLUMN, KPI, FILEPATH, STRING and XLSFile.
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Figure 5 Domain model within Mendix

In an object of the entity COLUMN, the results of a single experiment are stored.
Therefore, COLUMN contains many attributes, one for each column of an Excel file
you want to store. By now there exists 51 columns. The name of the first column is
“ExperimentID”, some usual values would be “Exp 1”, “Exp 01”, “Exp 13”, and so on.
The objects of entity KPI contain the values that will be displayed at the charts. It
contains a “ChartNr”, which determines which chart has access to this KPI. For
example the third chart will display KPI’s with ChartNr 3 only. The “ExperimentID” is
set on the x-axis, the “value” on the y-axis.
STATUS stores some useful attributes when the user runs an experiment like the
given filepath and the Boolean value if the experiments are running (true when they
do, false when they don’t). The user can configure several experiments in the Excel
file and the select, which ones should be executed. The number of executed
experiments affects the simulation runtime.
The XLSFile is necessary to apply Mendix “ExcelImporter”, more about this will come
later.
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STRING is just a helper-entity which is needed if you want to set up textfields on
the homepage like the “Select active Experiments” field. The reason is that textfields
have to be embedded in so-called “dataviews” which need an object to store the
string from the textfield. To do this, an entity that contains a string value is
necessary. In fact, all STRING objects contain just one string value.
If the user uploads a configuration file, it is an object of entity XLS-File. If the
mentioned user wants to run the simulation, a label will show up “The simulation is
running. Please expect to wait at least one minute per experiment.”. At least if he
selects some experiments, he writes a string which is stored in an object of entity
STRING as we have seen before.

Data Model
The ExcelImporter app:
ExcelImporter is an app offered by mendix that allows to import Excel files and store
its data by a template in objects of a connected entity. It is possible to change the
settings by opening the overview page of the ExcelImporter:

Figure 6 Excel importer

Click on the template you want to change:
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Figure 7 Settings change for Excel import

The mendix object is the object that stores the data of the Excel file. The “reference
to import objects” is the XLSFile-entity related to the mendix object. If such a
reference is missing, you need to create it in the data model. And, after that, to
refresh the app by the MxModelReflection app. We will not discuss this case further.

Figure 8 Data base for data model

If you want to add a new Column, click on “New”:
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Figure 9 Add new column in data model

If your new column shares the same name as the related attribute of your entity (in
this case, C50), Mendix offers a very easy way: if you created the name of your
column and saved it just click on “connect matching attributes” – it will automatically
connect it.
It is certainly not wise to use the overview pages to import Excel files automatically
– better use the JavaAction “StartImportByTemplate”. As input, it needs a template
that you can get by its auto-generated number and a FileDocument (a Mendixinternal
entity),
either
created
by
FileDocumentFromFile
(see
the
COmmunityCommons App) or by the homepage from a file Manager.
The user must be aware that, by now, Mendix stores data in type decimal – so if you
want to store a file with time format ‘hh:mm:ss’ or any other with colons, the system
will run into an error. For example if PlantSimulation stores it Tables in .xls-format,
it shows this behaviour. A prospective developer could change this to create a
method, that set the time format automatically in the right form.

Figure 10 The ImportAutomatically microflow

At first, the filepath is created, it is always: 'C:\Temp\ExcelConnection.xlsx'.
Then, an empty XLSFile is created and –by the FileDocumentFromFile JavaAction–
QU4LITY-project.eu
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filled with the data of the ExcelConnection file. After that, the JavaAction
“StartImportByTemplate” of the ExcelImporter app is storing the data in the
database.

Interfaces
An overlook over some APIs:
PlantSimulation offers several APIs:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

COM: With this interface, it is possible to start PlantSimulation, to load a model
and nearly everything you can do in PlantSimulation. It is unfortunately
difficult to connect by Java (but there are some projects on GitHub that
worked on that issue), but Python does not. Hence, it is necessary that Java
calls Python to do this task.
Socket: it will not be discussed here.
HTML: An API which is callable from the browser, the setup is as following:
Click with the right key on PlantSimulation, open “properties” and write in
“aim” “ -WebServer:30001”. Now, PlantSimulation can be controlled by the
opening of certain windows (look in the PlantSimulation guide). Unfortunately,
this API is extremely slow, since loading a website takes too much time (and
on the other hand does not look nice and clean).
OPCUA (and OPC CLassic): There exists a OPCU API in Mendix in the AppStore,
but the EventController of PlantSimulation can only run in real-time which
would extremely slow down the simulation.
C: To connect a C API by Java seems not to be trivial.
PLCSIM Advanced: special tool.
SIMIT: special tool.
Teamcenter: special tool.

How Mendix sends to PlantSimulation:
The connection between both is set up with a Python Flask Server. Mendix calls it via
a REST API; and the Python Server calls itself PlantSimulation by a COM API. As
stated by other programmers, the COM API is a little bit outdated, but it fulfills its
purpose.
To have access to the COM API (and to many other packages of python), you have
to know, how to import them; this can be done via pip.
The REST API is a standard service which include calls like “GET”, “POST”, “PUT” …
Importing an experiment
If an experiment is going to run, Mendix sends the configuration of the user per REST
API (call ‘POST’) to the Flask Server, which stores it and loads it in the
ExperimentManager of the PlantSimulation Model. That is all.
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Execution
Plant Simulation file
The user can browse for the Plant Simulation model and then upload it to the server.
Configuration file
The user can browse for configuration Excel file.
Select Active experiments
If the user does not want to run all experiments of the configuration file, the user is
able to select specific experiments, for example by “1,2,3” or “1;2;3” or “1-3” or
“1,2;3” in the “Select active experiments” GUI field.
The app will recognize the string and then select the right experiments.
Run simulation
At first, all experiments are set internally to “False”. After reading the string, the
selected experiments will be set to “True”. After that the ExperimentManager is
started and an end is awaited. The results are send back to the Mendixserver, and
there they are stored and imported, so that the user can read and get them.
Adding or removing a chart
Mendix does not really add or remove charts, it just changes their visibility status.
(It is possible to extend for more charts).
Changing a KPI
If the user change a KPI in a chart with ChartNr n, it is possible to delete and change
all of the KPIs with the same ChartNr. Mendix select by the zeroth row of the Excel
file in which column the searched KPI is, and, after that, stores the connected
attribute of the COLUMN-objects in a KPI object.
Import Result file
If the user wishes to import an existing results file in xlsx-Format, it is possible to
just browse for it.
At first, a String with the FilePath “C:/Temp/ExcelConnection.xlsx” will be created to
later tell the ImportAutomatically-Microflow to import the file at the given filepath.
Before that, Mendix stores the given FileDocument (which is just Mendix-internal) as
a proper File at “C:/Temp/ExcelConnection.xlsx”. This is necessary, since the
“HeaderSearcher” needs to read the first row. The method FileFromFileDocument is
part of the CommunityCommonsApp maintained by Mendix. At the third step, Mendix
deletes the whole Database to create space for the new results.
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At last, ImportAutomatically stores the file up to a maximum of 50 columns. If you
want to know how this works, and, why, by now, the xlsx-Format is necessary, please
have a look into “How Mendix stores Data”.
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3. Validation
Functionality
The process flows and process parameters of the manufacturing process chain of the
use case are transferred to a simulation model using the software Plant Simulation,
in order to evaluate the impact of in-line quality monitoring measures and to be able
to analyze the entire process chain in the process. The aim of this section is to explain
the created simulation model by using different screenshots, control methods, and
tables that were used in the software as part of the simulation setup. Figure 11
provides an overview of the simulation model. The creation of the simulation model
and the Execution of the simulation experiments are done in a structured manner
considering all the points mentioned until now.

Figure 11: Overview of Plat Simulation Model

The simulation model shows a production line for PCB (printed circuit board) with
production steps and test stations. The main production steps are printer, pick and
place 1-4, buffer and reflow oven. The main quality gates are SPI and AOI, with
option PreAOI and PostAOI.
In order to be able to analyze and evaluate the effects of the quality gates SPI and
AOI, various simulation experiments are carried out. The focus here is on the
influence of the pseudo-defects on the entire manufacturing process chain. The
following questions concerning the system behavior and possible improvements of
the manufacturing process will be discussed during the simulation experiment:
QU4LITY-project.eu
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How does the production system behave if the proportion of the pseudo-error
rate changes?
Does the current pseudo-error rate of the system lead to high productivity
loss?
To what extent can the entire manufacturing system be improved to a zero
defect rate?
And To what extent can the overall throughput be improved if the current
100% inspection rate changes?

In terms of inspection strategies, these simulation experiments can be summarized
into three different scenarios.
1. In the first scenario, the proportions of pseudo-defects are varied from 0% or
no pseudo-defects to 20% of each side for each quality gate.
2. In scenario two, the Quality SPI is turned off and only the Quality Gate AOI is
used.
3. In scenario three, a random sample test is tested instead of the current 100%
test coverage.
Scenario 1: Effect of pseudo-errors on manufacturing system
The inspection of the printed circuit boards using the quality gates SPI and AOI is
performed in two steps, according to the real manufacturing process and the created
simulation model. In the first step, the PCBs are classified by each quality gate into
good parts and defective parts based on the proportion of the total defect rate. The
parts which are to be recognized as pseudo-defects are included in the defective
parts. In the second step, a distinction is further made between the real defects and
the pseudo-defects by the operator and on the basis of the proportion of the pseudodefect rate.
In order to analyze the influence of the pseudo-error on the entire manufacturing
process and to test different and to be able to test different pseudo-defect rates, it
is assumed in the simulation model that the proportion of real errors does not change.
This means that the simulation experiments are to be carried out while maintaining
the proportion of real errors. This assumption aims at evaluating the effect of the
pseudo-faults independently of the proportion of the real errors. To achieve this goal,
here essentially between the proportion of the pseudo-faults or the genuine faults
from the defective parts and the proportion of pseudo-defects or real defects of the
total parts produced.

Figure 12 Configuration file for Scenario 1
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Figure 13 Resulting KPIs for Scenario 1

Scenario 2: Disable Quality Gate SPI
In this scenario, it is assumed that only the Quality Gate AOI is used for inspecting.
The goal here is to eliminate the pseudo-error rate of the quality gate SPI, by using
only one quality gate as the final inspection. Two experiments are performed and are
compared to the baseline. In the first experiment, the Quality Gate AOI is used to
test the solder side and the component side. In the second experiment, the Quality
Gate AOI is used only for testing the component side. In addition, the proportions of
the real defects are not changed in each experiment and are converted to the
converted to the available quality gate.

Figure 14 Configuration file for Senario 2
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Figure 15 Resulting KPIs for Scenario 2

Scenario 3: Random Inspection
As part of the initial situation of the manufacturing process, all parts are inspected
by the two quality gates: SPI and AOI. This inspection strategy is to be named as
100% inspection scope. To determine the impact of the 100% inspection scope on
the performance of the manufacturing process, in this scenario a random sample
inspection is simulated. Here it is assumes that not all parts pass through the quality
gates. In 10% steps the parts are steered through the two quality gates from 100%
(initial position) to 0% (no inspection). In this way, the inspection range is tested
from 0% to 100%. This assumption represents a quality risk, since the proportions
of true defects of the are only applied to the parts to be inspected.
The results of different simulation scenarios can then be analyzed based on proper
graphical representation.

Figure 16 Configuration file for Scenario 3

Figure 17 Resulting KPIs for Scenario 3

Deployment
The Mendix Aplication is deployed on a Node. It is available by:
https://siemensappqu4lity-sandbox.mxapps.io/
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To run the simulation, it is necessary to have access to the app server. As the
QU4LITY project has no server available for all the project partners, the server is
hosted at Siemens, unfortunately with no external access.
The simulation framework is also a solution for the QU4LITY marketplace. There an
application video will be available.
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4. Conclusion
The QU4LITY Simulation Framework is a prototype to show the functionalities and
how to use simulation for multi-domain, multi-stage zero defect manufacturing
services.
The solution fulfills the requirements defined for simulation framework in D5.3.
Currently, it is implemented for Plant Simulation as simulation tool. It is generic to
be used for different Plant Simulation models, and free in definition of the
experiments and KPIs that should be calculated and analyzed.
With the web service it is very easy to get access to the evaluation process and to be
used from several users at several locations.
The use case will be available at the QU4LITY marketplace.
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